Jean and Richard Armitage Scholarship
Donors: Jean and Paul Armitage and Service Heat Treating, Inc.
Recipient: Ismael Coello Ramirez

Associated General Contractors of Greater Milwaukee Skill, Integrity, and Responsibility (SIR) Scholarship
Donor: Associated General Contractors of Greater Milwaukee Education and Research Foundation
Recipient: Spencer Krautkramer

Berezowitz Engineering Excellence Scholarship
Donors: Dr. William and Kathryn Berezowitz
Recipient: Emily Gervasi

CEAS General Scholarship
Donors: Multiple Individual, Foundation and Corporate Donors
Recipients: Raymond Eckert
Kathryn Pecha
Olivia Rush

CEAS Dean's Scholarship
Donors: Multiple Individual, Foundation and Corporate Donors
Recipients: Cameron Ahles
Mohammad Ahmed
Nova Anderson
Lauren Andrews
Valiantsin Auchynniku
Erin Beachkofski
Ethan Beck
Hannah Bergrud
Benjamin Bertjens
Nicholas Birschbach
Julian Blecking
Klairissa Boisvert
Kevin Broda
Jessica Carpenter

*graduate student
Lucas Christensen
Skyler Christianson
Abigail Cittadino
Ameralys Correa
Nicholas Demma
Paul DeMuth
Sean Donaghy
Sabrina Edwardson
Jared Ellias
Conrad Farrell
Ethan Fechner
Kevin Flynn
Matthew Fox
Eileen Freres
Mitchell Freund
Nicholas Gilhaus
Paolo Gratton
Carter Hamrin
John Harb
Danielle Hawi
Broderick Hebert
Evan Hicks
Chloe Hotze
Jacob Howe
Andrew Hughes
Benjamin Huynh
Halal Idrissi
Jacob Johnson
Joel Joyce
Wyatt Kalmer
Alexander Kane
Ezra King
Garrett Kocourek
Sean Kramer
Spencer Krautkramer
Spencer Ladd
Samuel Lear
Nathan Leipzig
Lauren Lietzke
Douglas Machkovech
Maxwell Mayhew

*graduate student
Matthew McFadden
Mitchell Merz
Brandon Morrison
Joompit Nakhapakorn
Dylan Nicosia
Alex Nienhaus
Ridaa Nowman
Joseph O'Hara
Emily Oja
Caitlynn Owens
Teresa Parrish
Jonathan Paul
Matthew Phillips
John Poppe
Christopher Przekurat
Charles Quentin
Jared Rasmussen
Isabelle Reeson
Carson Rennicke
Dora Richardson
Adam Rubin
John Schiltz
Jacob Schmitt
Brett Schnur
Bennett Schuster
Tyson Slade
Marina Slawinski
Brandon Soltysiak
Georgije Stanisic
Morgan Stillone
Noah Storch
Justin Stubbe
Taylor Tabbert
John Tabor
Noel Tautges
Jared Thierfelder
Bryce Tome
Alexander Traub
Lucas Tredeau
Alex Turner
Eric Tutkowsk*
Rebecca Van Thiel
Nicholas Vander Grinten
Joshua VanEgeren
Cattleia Walsh
Joshua Wendlick
Trevor Wenzel
Nathan Wester
Grant Wheeler
Alexander Wilinski
Ryan Williamson
William Wohlt

The James C. Cummins '92, '97 Memorial Scholarship
Donors: Ms. Doris Cummins, Ms. Sarah Oberhofer and Friends and Family of James C. Cummins
Recipient: Jacob Schmitt

Emeritus Legacy Scholarship
Donors: CEAS Emeritus Faculty & Staff
Recipient: Trevor Soyk

GRAEF Civil Engineering Scholarship
Donor: GRAEF
Recipient: Ryan Confer

Hearst Foundation Scholarship
Donor: Hearst Foundation
Recipient: Ismael Coello Ramirez

KleinOsowski Engineering Excellence Scholarship
Donors: Dr. A.J. and Mr. Kevin KleinOsowski
Recipient: Job Duran

Alan Kulwicki Memorial Scholarship
Donor: Thelma H. Kulwicki University Charitable Trust
Recipients: Kamaljeet Kaur
           Parth Patel

Len Levine Scholarship
Donors: Multiple Individual, Foundation and Corporate Donors
Recipient: Ridaa Nowman

*graduate student
Joseph McPherson Scholarship
Donor: Friends and Family of Joseph McPherson
Recipient: Justin Stubbe

Matthew and Alexandria Pfeffer
Emerging Engineer Scholarship for Women
Donor: Pamela Pfeffer
Recipient: Madeline Horinek

I. Carl Romer Scholarship
Donors: Beulah Romer Erickson and Hamid Taheri
Recipient: Kiara Lou

Dr. A. F. Shaikh Memorial Scholarship
Donors: Family and Friends of Dr. A. F. Shaikh
Recipient: Kaitlyn Bruckner

Avi Shaked and Dr. Babs Waldman Engineering Scholarship
Donors: Avi Shaked and Dr. Babs Waldman
Recipients: Mohammad Ahmed
Lauren Andrews
Erin Beachkofski
Benjamin Bertjen
Julian Blecking
Bailey Bodart
Kaley Camber
Jessica Carpenter
Lucas Christensen
Andrew Christofferson
Ryan Confer
Nikhil Daniels
Raymond Eckert
Emily Gervasi
Benjamin Graichen
Zoe Hamilton
Blake Hansen
Danielle Hawi
Madeline Horinek
Jacob Howe
Kaitlyn Jankowski
Alexander Kane

*graduate student
Grace Kilburn
Nathan Kohls
Sean Kramer
Spencer Krautkramer
Samuel Lear
Douglas Machkovech
Maxwell Mayhew
Matthew McFadden
David Mo
Ridaa Nowman
Emily Oja
Daniel Patel
Jonathan Paul
Kathryn Pecha
Samuel Presser
Isaac Putzier
Charles Quentin
Dora Richardson
Adam Rubin
Olivia Rush
Gregory Sember
Zakary Sharp
Aaron Siewert
Tyson Slade
Joseph Stefanski
Noah Storch
Taylor Tabbert
Alexander Traub
Lucas Tredeau
Eric Tutkowski
Nicholas Vander Grinten
Cattleia Walsh
Trevor Wenzel
Nathan Wester
Ryan Williamson
William Wohlt

Ronald S. Tump Memorial Scholarship
Donors: Friends and Family of Ronald S. Tump
Recipient: Mohammad Ahmed

*graduate student
Professor K. Vairavan Scholarship
Donors: Family, Friends and Alumni Students of Professor K. Vairavan
Recipients: Skyler Christianson
          Samuel Lear
          Daniel Patel
          Gregory Sember
          Grant Wheeler

Videkovich Civil Engineering Scholarship
Donors: Mr. Randolph M. Videkovich and
        Ms. Karen A. Videkovich
Recipient: Justin Stubbe

The Kenneth and Susan Voigt Engineering Diversity Scholarship
Donors: Kenneth and Susan Voigt
Recipient: Oscar Picazo

Ware Family Engineering Scholarship
Donors: P. Andrew Ware and Nancy D. Ware
Recipient: Joseph Stefanski

Women in Engineering Scholarship
Donor: Dr. Len Levine
Recipient: Mariah Rose Ryan